where n=2 and n=4 to the established number of n =60 boundary lipid sites per functional ATPase dimer. With the experimental data of Fig. 2 , the best fit was generated when a = 2, that is, only ELss, ELsg, and EI_~ appeared to possess ATPase activity 2a. The calculated regression curve is shown in Fig. 2 . Additional activation curves for reconstituted Na+K+-ATPase and K+-phosphatase activities were similarly generated by a computer treatmenff a of the experimental data in Ref. 14. The enzyme appeared to operate near a maximum of kinetic cooperativity. Lipid/protein equilibrium binding constants in the /zM-range were obtained so that large free energy increments could be generated by changes in lipid/protein association, Such structural changes could therefore conceivably play a role in active transport.
Outlook
In the experiments of Fig. 2 and many similar studies, lipid activation was measured in the presence of excess nonactivating detergent which served to disperse the lipid and the protein to a pseudo-homogeneous micellar solution. This situation does not exist in biological membranes. Here, two-dimensional concentrations have to be defined (e.g. as mole fraction units) and encounter probabilities have to be considered. In spite of the high lateral lipid mobility in most biological membranes, little free lipid may be present. Assuming, for example, a 1 : I weight ratio of protein to lipid and average mol. wt values of 32 000 and 800, respectively, one arrives at a number of 40 lipid molecules per protein molecule. About 20 boundary lipid sites are expected on a mol. wt 32 000 protein', so that about 50% of the lipid could be associated with proteins.
The above mechanism for kinetic cooperativity is so far supported by the kinetic studies on fl-hydroxybutyrate dehydrogenase and Na+K+-ATPase. More generally, this mechanism could apply whenever cooperative effects are observed under conditions where ligand binding is non-cooperative. Spectroscopic lipid/protein binding studies a-~ have given no indication for cooperativity, but direct lipid/ protein binding methods will have to be developed in order to study lipid binding under the same experimental conditions as lipid activation. Such binding studies should also address the question whether drugs could act as analogues of boundary lipids. A possible example for this mode of action is presented by the phorboldiester tumor promoters which interact with protein kinase C as analogues of the endogeneous 1,2-diglyceride activato#4. had a great impact on genetics and cell biology. In spite of a great deal of effort, we do not yet understand the function of introns, how they evolved, or the mechanisms by which they are cleaved out of RNA. Nevertheless, some important generalizations about introns can now be made and some interesting exceptions to these rules have been found. As a generalization, it seems that introns are spliced out in a defined order, and it is probable that their removal is somehow linked to transport out of the nucleus and subsequent stability of the mRNA. Further, enzymes which catalyse RNA splicing seem to recognize specific sequences at the intron/exon border ~ since mutations in this region result in abnormal splicing and usually inactivate the gene. In addition to splicing enzymes, a class of small, nuclear RNA molecules appear to be involved in the splicing process 3. Although splicing enzymes are thought to be required for removal of most introns, a recent finding is that some introns are spliced out of RNA in the complete absence of enzyme catalysis ('self-splicing' RNA) 4. Most introns, of course, do not code for protein. Particularly interesting exceptions are introns of some mitochondrial genes which code for proteins which apparently have a role in the process of intron splicing itseffL With this brief summary as an introduction, we turn now to the subject of intron length and position.
Slipped

Constancy of intron position -variation of intron length
A striking fact has emerged from examination of individual genes in related species. The positions of introns tend to remain constant during evolution. As an example, /3-like globins from such diverse sources as human, rabbit, chicken, mouse and frog have introns in exactly the same positionsr; even the distantly related plant protein leghemoglobin has introns in the same two positions 7. Although there are exceptions to this rule [such as the rat preproinsulin gene 1 (Ref. 8)] these probably represent cases where introns have been lost, rather than gained or translocated.
Introns are thought to occur between 'domains' of the corresponding protein". Although it is rather vaguely defined, the word 'domain' denotes a structural and/or functional unit. Occurrence of introns between domains suggests that introns arose through translocation of independent genes to positions near each other and fusion to form a new, intron-containing gene. Examples of genes which have introns between domains, suggesting that such 'exon-shuffling '1° has taken place, include the immunoglobulins*l, o~-fetoprotein*2 and ovomucoid TM.
In contrast to evolutionary conservation of intron position, both the base sequence and the length of introns change much more rapidly than coding DNA. The sequence change results from single nucleotide substitutions which are probably not selected against because most introns do not have a coding function. Nucleotide replacements, however, cannot explain evolutionary change in the length of introns. Continuing the example of the B-like globin genes, the length of one of the two introns varies from 116 nucleotides in mouse to 130 in human; the other intron varies from 573 nucleotides in rabbit to 906 in human G. The remainder of this review will focus on the molecular mechanism of length changes during the evolution of introns.
Slipped-mispairing as a mechanism of mutation
It has been known since Seymour Benzer's classic mutational studies in the rII cistrons of bacteriophage T4, that all genetic loci are not equally mutable '4. Rather, there are 'hot-spots' which mutate as much as 100 times more rapidly than other sites. In prokaryotes, where such hot-spots have been cloned and analysed '~, they are found to be associated with the presence of short, directly repeated sequences of nucleotides. These repeats can be amplified (insertion) or lost (deletion) at a high frequency. Nonrepetitive sequences between the repeat units can also be amplified or lost during the process.
Why should the presence of repeated sequences result in a hot-spot for mutation? A model has been presented by Streisinger et al. ~6 , which postulates that adjacent, direct repeats can mispair during DNA replication causing a loop. If new DNA synthesis occurs using the mispaired DNA as template, an insertion is generated: if DNA of the loop is cleaved, deletion is the result. It can be difficult to distinguish which process (insertion or deletion) has occurred when presented with only two sequences for comparison. Since only the deletion aspect of the model has been rigorously tested by mutational analysis, this discussion will focus on the kind of slipped-misparing deletion shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1 , with the understanding that what appears to be a deletion in one sequence may, in fact, be insertion in its homologue.
Examples of slipped-mispairing deletion in prokaryotes
The slipped-mispairing mechanism was proposed to explain mutational hot-spots in T4 phage. 
Surprisingly, homologies as short as 14 base pairs can mediate deletions as large as 700-1000 base pairs. The frequency of such deletions is strongly correlated with the length of the homology and is probably affected by the distance between homologies, the surrounding sequences and, perhaps, the sequence of the repeat itself. It is immensely satisfying for geneticists to find a molecular explanation for Benzer's 23-year-old observation of mutational hot-spots and to find that, just as he predicted, the nucleotide sequence of particular loci can render them more or less susceptible to mutation.
The role of slipped-mispairing in evolution of introns
To what extent can the slippedmispairing mechanism, discovered in prokaryotes, be extrapolated to eukaryotes and, in particular, to the evolution of intron structure? The question is not easy to answer because generation and selection of mutants is difficult in higher eukaryotes. Also, the non-coding nature of most introns renders them refractile to mutant analysis with the exception (as noted above) of the regions directly adjacent to the exon which are involved in splicing.
A different approach, comparison of the DNA sequence of homologous introns in related species, has revealed the influence of slipped-mispairing on intron structure. When the intron sequences are aligned, events of insertion or deletion are evident; the presence of direct repeats near the borders of these regions indicates that slipped-mispairing has been the mechanism of the mutation. Unfortunately, such interspecies comparison can be equivocal because, during the course of evolution, secondary events of mutation can obscure the process. For example, the direct repeats responsible for slipped-mispairing may have mutated beyond recognition or the introns may be difficult to align unambiguously.
In from one another. In molecular terms, this is equivalent to finding a well-preserved fossil whose details have not been obscured by the effects of weathering. In both actin genes there is an intron at the codon which specifies amino acid 204 of the protein. One intron is 172 nucleotides in length and the other is 191. When the sequences are aligned, there are only five bases which do not match (which again shows that these genes have only recently diverged). However, there are ten deletions; these are obviously responsible for the difference in overall length. Five of the deletions are 3-20 nucleotides in length, while 5 are a single base. Every one of the large deletions is associated with a short, direct repeat suggesting that it was generated by slipped-mispairing. All of the single base deletions occur in runs of A (adenine) or T (thymine) and were probably generated by the same mechanism.
Why is slipped-mislmiring so common in introns?
There are other examples of introns which are affected by deletion or insertion caused by slipped-mispairing. These include introns of the human r-like globin genes 21, chorion genes of silkmoth 22 and actin genes of other sea urchin species 2a. The linked S. franciscanus actin genes described above allow us to estimate the rate of slipped-mispairing deletion relative to simple base changes. Those accustomed to analysis of mutations in structural genes would expect base changes to far outnumber deletions. In the introns, however, deletions are twice as frequent as base changes. Thus, the dominant event which leads to divergence of these introns during evolution does not appear to be nucleotide replacement, but rather mutation caused by slipped-mispairing.
Slipped-mispalring is not the only mechanism which can result in rapid change of intron length during evolution, indeed we discuss other mechanisms elsewhere (Foran, D., Johnson, P. and Moore, G., submitted for publication). Nevertheless, we are forced to ask why slippedmispairing is so prevalent in introns. Although the question cannot be answered with certainty, introns have a property in common with other non-coding sequences which probably renders them particularly susceptible to slipped-mispairing: a surprisingly high proportion of A and T in their sequences. The introns of the sea urchin actin genes described above are 72% A or T, and this is fairly typical of introns in general. It is intuitively evident asymmetry with respect to base composition increases the frequency, of random repeated sequences.
Several workers, including myself, have described equations which quantitate the effect of base composition on frequency of repeats :~. Given that repeats which result in slipped-mispairing can be quite short, and that perfect homology is not required, the effect of high A ~-T content could be to increase dramatically the number of short, direct repeats relative to what would be expected if base ratios were more equal. This could lead to a high rate of slipped. mispairing and consequent mutation. It should be stressed that it is not high A + T content per se which promotes slippedmispairing, but rather asymmetry of base composition leading to an increase in the number of short repeats. A high fraction of G 4-C would have the same effect, although this is not commonly the case in introns. We are left then, with the secondary question of why introns are composed predominantly of A and T. Although there has been some speculation > , the answer to this question, like many others regarding the evolution and function 6f introns, remains unknown. produce variants in a special systematic way? In recent years, several lines of investigation have converged to yield a rather detailed molecular picture of influenza surface antigens.
Classification of strains
Influenza virus strains are divided into types A, B and C, according to the serological cross-reactivity of their major internal protein, the nucleoprotein. Type A is the most extensively studied since it is the most pathogenic type for humans. Influenza B and C are less pathogenic to man and, unlike type A viruses, are not known to occur in animals. Within the type A viruses, a further classification is based upon the immunological cross-reactivity of the HA and NA surface antigens. The appearance of completely new subtype surface amigens in the human population is called The nomenclature system can be understood as follows: A/Aichi/68 (H3N2) refers to an influenza A virus isolated from man in the Aichi area (of Japan) in 1968 with an HA of subtype H3 and an NA of the £~ ~ir:~, , ~., ,,< ~ ~ ~.,.. 
